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In this study, tone is analyzed as an autosegment closely related to indi-
vidual phonetic segments and suprasegments such as stress and syllable
structure. Tone assignment in Thai is cyclic throughout word forma-
tion, observing two well-formedness conditions, namely—syllable
structure and the one-tone-only association. The hypothesis that tone is
an autosegment, separated from, but correlates with stress and syllable
structure will be proven via a historical linguistic account of tonogene-
sis. Finally, the influence of Thai stress on tone distribution and sylla-
ble structure will be treated for the first time in the literature via an ex-
amination of language games involving foreign loanwords.
1. Background
Thai has FIVE lexical tones in the unmarked cases (cf. (1))
(1) Mid: khaa2 'a grass (imperata cylindrica)'
Low: khaa 'galangal, a rhizome' High: khaa 'to engage in trade'
Falling: khaa 'to kill; a servant' Rising: khaa 'a leg'
However, not all five tones occur freely and various researchers, of both the
segmental and autosegmental theories, have attempted to describe the tone occur-
rence restrictions. We will first outline some of the arguments supporting the
segmental analyses (Henderson 1949; Leben 1971, 1973; Candour 1974) which
Yip 1980, 1982 rejected in favor of an autosegmental approach.
Leben argues for a segmental nature of Thai tones because tone may be de-
pendent on vowel length. He points out one tone change phenomenon in Thai
which is triggered by a vowel shortening rule. Assuming contour tones to be de-
rived (Leben 1971; Candour 1974), from the evidence that as a result of vowel
shortening, the contour tone in the first element is neutralized to mid in the com-
^^ binative speech style (cf. (2a)); while tone remains unaltered when vowel shorten-
^^ ing does not apply (2b)3, Leben concludes that there is a vowel shortening rule
(VV->V) and a convention that simplifies HL or LH to a "compromised" mid tone,
phonetically. Furthermore, in the cases of underlying level tone, e.g. a high level
tone, no tone change results despite vowel shortening (2c).
(2) a. thii nay —
>
thi' nay 'where?'
sii khaaw — si' khaaw 'white'
saaw saaw -^ saw saaw 'young girls'
waarjwaar) — war) waar) 'at your leisure'
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b. thaw ray —
>
thaw ray 'how much?'
c. naam chaa — nam chaa 'tea'
According to Yip, if tone is segmental, when a vowel deletes, tone should be
deleted as well (LH->L or H) rather than a compromised mid tone (*M). She also
cites Candour's observation that elsewhere in the language, LH is converted to H,
as in chan -^chdn T; phom -^phom 'I, male', and khaw -^khdw (third person
pronoun). Moreover, upon a close examination of Henderson's data. Yip found
examples of HL tone on short vowels followed by a glottal stop or zero in sentence
intonation such as bd(7), IdC?). Furthermore, Yip cites counterexamples which
include cases of tone change accompanying vowel shortening with underlying
LEVEL tones.
(3) yaar) rai —> yar) gai 'how?'
yaar) nii ^ yar) oii 'this way, like this'
Due to the gaps in Henderson's data for the discussion in her article. Yip
cannot offer a firm conclusion but suggests that the tone change in (3) may be
morphological rather than phonological or it may be stress conditioned (not by
complete absence of stress, like the neutral tone, but rather by secondary as op-
posed to main stress). This view is supported by Henderson's discussion of the
neutral tone in unstressed syllables (1949:37, fn. 27)
The actual pitch of the neutral tone may vary according to context, but
is most commonly mid level.
Also, Henderson 1967 affirms that the stress in forms like (2a), such as thii nay
-^thi ' nay, falls on the second syllable.
At this point, we would like to suggest treating the vowel shortening and
tone change in (2) - (3) as postlexical phenomena which are caused by the stress
pattern in Thai. Specifically, Thai is stress-final within a given phonological do-
main, i. e. a word, a compound, a phrase, or a sentence. Although the two pro-
cesses usually cooccur as they usually take place in unstressed syllables, they are
independent from each other as we may find tone change without vowel shorten-
ing (4a) and vice versa (4b).
(li
a. n a
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The last example, ycicuj nii —>yaij tjii, is a variant of yacuj nii -^ yaij ijii
according to Henderson (cf. (3) above). It is given as a counterexample in Yip
1982.
The preceding discussion of tone neutralization is disapproved of by
Candour who claims that acoustic results showed no evidence of such neutraliza-
tion (though he eventually admits it in Candour 1979:140). However, native
speakers of Thai (Warotamasikhadit 1967; Surintramont 1973) can hear the tone
change which approximates the mid tone, although not exactly identical to under-
lying mid tone, and the shortened vowels which are not exactly equivalent to un-
derlying short vowels, either. Civen the nature of these postlexical rules which
can be stylistic variants, and therefore optional, the inconclusiveness of the data is
expected. Therefore, it may be safer to consider, as a point of departure, the nature
of Thai tones in isolative speech. That is, we should concentrate on the tone on
each syllable when pronounced in isolation or emphatically since these tones are
truly lexical tones which occur at the lexical level in Lexical Phonology's terms.
We turn now to isolative speech style. Candour 1974:138 proposes that the
tone domain for each tone is a sonorant segment in syllable rime. That is, a syllable
with CV(V)Cs structure, where Cs = a sonorant coda (traditionally called LIVE
syllable), can have all 5 tones, while syllables checked with a stop (henceforth,
CHECKED or DEAD syllables) have the tone distribution, formulated in Yip
1982:89, as follows.
(5) CVC H *HL *LH L *M
CVVC *H HL *LH L *M
A segmental analysis like Candour's clearly explains the absence of LH and
HL on short CVC, and the presence of HL on CVVC. However, he attributes the
absence of LH on CVVC as due to universal performance reasons. Yip, on the
other hand, contests that HL on short CVC, and CVVC with high level tone are
found in words other than loanwords and onomatopoeia (although they are less
common), and that LH on CVVC is found in other languages.
(6) khaat 'card' (Eng. loanword) but also poot 'a woman's nickname'
khlak 'crowded, tightly packed'
The only real gaps, according to Yip, are LH and M. (She also notes that the
few apparent examples of LH are all intonationally derivable.) It must be noted that
neither Candour nor Yip can account for *M. Regarding the absence of LH, Yip
proposed a universal condition that prohibits the configuration *LH7 which ap-
plies to Thai, Zahao, and Cantonese. She claims a laryngeal feature such as sylla-
ble-final glottalization as the (p, t, k, 7) stops in Thai involve a glottal closure.
Initially, these stops and (c) are glottalized. According to Yip, a segmental analy-
sis cannot account for the existence of words like khldk which bear two tones on
one vowel. Neither can the segmental approach describe the lack of three tone
sequences in forms with three sonorant segments. To circumvent this fact.
Candour posits a requirement that either the first and second segments be the
same, or the second and third. In an autosegmental solution, however, the restric-
tion is stated with less complications—only two tones are permitted per syllable.
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Another argument for a segmental account given by Leben (1973:34) is the
fact that tones move with their vowels. Evidence is drawn from a Thai word game
where rimes interchange between syllables.
(7) kon yay -^ kay yon 'big bottom'
Yip (1980:11), however, argues for floating tones which remain stable de-
spite segmental change, i.e. transposition of rimes, in another Thai word game
(following Candour's observation).
(8) kluay hoom -^ kloom huay 'banana'
t6n ram —
>
tam ren 'dance'
A segmental suggestion will fail to account for the lack of tone movement.
An autosegmental proposal, on the other hand, can account for both phenomena.
In (7), rime movement occurs before the mapping of the suprasegmental tones,
whereas (8) shows segmental change after tone association.
Although two distinct rule orderings can give rise to two different language
games (as in (7) and (8)), upon a scrutiny of more data, we find tone patterns that
cannot be accounted for by Leben's or Yip's proposal since they show different
tone patterns from those existing in the base forms.
(9)
dl
chi khaa koo
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2. Tonal onsets
Tumtavitikul 1991 argues for a combined segmental and suprasegmental ap-
proach. She demonstrates the inadequacy of positing floating tones alone by prov-
ing the fact that certain Thai consonants, in fact, carry underlying tones."* This is
illustrated by suffixed examples such as leekh + aa -^leekhaa 'secretary' vs. rookh
+ aa -^rookhaa. 'disease, illness'. The two forms have identical syllable structures
in the base forms, i.e. a long syllable closed by an aspirated stop, plus an aa
suffix. The two forms also exhibit tonal differences when suffixed by a short
vowel plus a stop consonant, e.g. leekh -f- a7^>leekha7 vs. rookh + a?-^rookhd7.
According to her, even though we may posit a floating H and L tone on the two
forms, respectively, at the right edge of the base morpheme, or at the left edge of
the suffixes, we still cannot account for such variations. Thus, she spells out tone
assignment rules in (10) (present author's emphasis).
(10) a. For ALL voiceless fricative onsets and SOME voiceless aspirated
stop onsets. Rising tone surfaces on unchecked syllables.
b. Elsewhere, unchecked syllables surface with Mid tone.
c. For all resonant onsets and SOME voiceless aspirated stop
onsets, short checked syllables surface with High tone.
d. Elsewhere, checked syllables surface with Low tone.
e. Rising tone in (a) is derived.
The problems which arise in the above analysis are that various issues are left
out unanswered. First of all, Tumtavitikul does not account for the fact that the
long and short versions of the suffix, i.e. aa vs. a7, are merely the Thai phono-
logical variants of the Indie short nominal suffix -a. Secondly, the tonal rules in
(10) seem to be arbitrary. Moreover, there are no explicit ways to distinguish the
two types of voiceless aspirated stop onsets in (10a) and (10c) or two distinct
classes of voiceless fricative onsets. Failure to define these distinctions results in
arriving at wrong predictions. For example, we would not have a monosyllabic
minimal pair such as/a/i 'to dream, a dream' vs. fan 'tooth'; or a tonal contrast on
the second syllable in multisyllabic words such as cha7 niian 'an electric in-
sulator' vs. chd7 nuan 'a slate for writing on, a fuse', and cha.7 liar) 'a verandah,
a balcony' vs. cd7 riaij 'woman's name'. Finally, the application of too
many complicated phonological rules which interact with each other does not
facilitate language acquisition.
Alternatively, an analysis which is based on phonetic-phonological correla-
tions and tonogenesis as well as the morphology-phonology interface, utilizing
well-formedness conditions on syllable structure and tone at each stage of word
formation will be argued for to which we now turn.
3. Tonogenesis and phonetic-phonology correlations
It could well be argued for that each Thai word is morphologically marked
for tone in the lexicon. However, regarding loanwords from nontonal languages
such as Pali, Sanskrit, English, etc., how the borrowed words get tones is of par-
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ticular interest. An examination of the Indie and Thai consonantal systems reveals
the following facts :
i) There was a loss in the voicing contrast so that both the Indie voiceless
aspirated stops and voiced unaspirated stops were neutralized to voiceless aspi-
rated stops, i.e. kh, g ->kh; ch, j-^ch; th, d^th; th, d—>th; ph, b—>ph. The
original distinction between the two classes of consonants, however, is pre- ,
'
served in the resulting distinct tonal consonant classes (cf. appendix and v
_
details below).
ii) Voiced aspirated stops were lost in Thai pronunciation, i.e. gh, jh, dh,
dh, bh^ 0.
iii) The asymmetrical distribution of Thai voiced unaspirated stops, i.e. *g
but d, b can be explained as due to a later Thai creation and thus, was not
involved in tonogenesis.
iv) Both the retroflex and the dental consonants are neutralized to dentals, t, t
-^ t; th, th ^ th; d, d ^ d (^ th); dh, dh -^ dh (^th); ii, n ^ n.
v) Moreover, laboratory experiments show that tone change can be induced
by onsets:
....voiceless oral obstruents produce high tone (or a higher variant of a
tone) on the following vowel, whereas voiced oral obstruents produce
low tone (or a lower variant) on the following vowel. (Haudricourt
1961, Cheng 1973, quoted in Ohala 1978:25)
....high air flow after voiceless, especially voiceless aspirated, obstru-
ents, and low air flow after voiced obstruents caused the high and low
pitches, respectively. (Ohala 1973, and Ohala 1978:26)5
The available data suggest that pitch following voiced stops is substan-
tially similar to that following sonorants and that it is the pitch follow-
ing voiceless stops that is perturbed upwards. (Lea 1972, Hombert
1975, Jeel 1975, quoted in Ohala 1978:29)
The lost voicing and aspiration contrasts are preserved in the different tones
assigned to the consonants in question. Thus, during the evolution from a voiced
unaspirated stop to a devoiced aspirated counterpart, two features were encoded as
one extrapolated tone, namely, [-voice] -^ H and [+spread] -^ H, equivalently
HH—> H. To distinguish original voiceless aspirated stops from devoiced aspirated
stops which were already assigned a high tone (in addition to unmarked [-vc,
-sprd] onsets -^ default M), the single feature [-i-spread] of the original voiceless
aspirated stops must take on a low tone as they are a lower variant between the two g.
types of consonants. This is as outlined in (1 1) and (12), respectively. (^|
(11) [-voice] [-(-spread] ^ HH ^ H
\ /
O
That is, high tone in Thai onsets was caused by the devoicing and the aspiration
of voiced unaspirates (e.g. g -^ kh). This also applies to sonorants since sonorants
pattern like original voiced stops in tone assignment (cL point (v) above), and
because of the loss of voicing contrast in voiced and voiceless sonorants in Thai.
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(12) [+spread] -^ L
I
O
(12) should include also all aspirated voiceless segments, e.g. [kh], sibilants of
Indie origin [s, s, s ^ s], and segmentless voiceless glottal fricative [h].
Contrary to Hombert 1978, Hock (1985:98) states that "Both onset and post-
nucleus consonants can induce tone, but onset consonants have a greater effect."
The Thai data confirms Hock's claim in unmarked cases. For marked cases such as
in checked syllables, we postulate that the glottalized feature of final stops (p, t, k,
7) in Thai has an effect on tone because these stops involve a glottal closure.
Syllable-initially, these stops and (c) are glottalized while at the end of a syllable,
they are unreleased stops, and therefore can increase syllable weight which in
turn, can cause a low tone.^ The formulation is as follows.
(13) [-continuant] -^ L
I
R
4. Objectives
This paper seeks to answer the following questions via the use of phonetic-
phonological explanations in the Feature Geometry Theory (Clements 1985;
Sagey 1986; Bao 1990; Duanmu 1990), the Autosegmental approach, and
Burzio's 1991 Well-formedness Condition as an amendment to previous research.
i) How is tone influenced by syllable structure? Specifically, why only
heavy (or checked) syllables have tone occurrence restrictions as in (5),
reproduced in (14).
(14) CVC H *HL *LH L *M
CVVC *H HL *LH L *M
In addition to Yip's counterexamples to *HL on CVC and *H on CVVC,
explanations will be given as to why these occurrences are marginal.
Moreover, Yip's universal prohibition of the *LH7 configuration will be ex-
plained. Finally, *M will also be accounted for with the same principle.
ii) Why is a modular approach to Thai tonology preferred? This is because
within Feature Geometry Theory, the segmental analysis can be restated in
autosegmental terms. With each phonetic feature constituting a separate tier
from, but interactive with, the segmental and the tonal tiers, we can achieve an
optimal analysis of tone assignment and tone change in the formation of native
Thai words along with foreign loans, language games, and sentential tonology.
That is. Thai tone must be assigned and reassigned according to the syllable
structure of Thai words at every stage of derivation, from isolated lexical
words to units larger than words or postlexical units.
iii) How can stress interact with tone assignment? Tone assignment and
reassignment will be seen as an adaptation of Thai lexical and prosodic stress to
accommodate different stress patterns of the donor languages.
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5. Well-formedness condition, syllable structure and tone
assignment
In this analysis, Thai syllables are proposed to be of two types:—LIGHT vs.
HEAVY syllables—with the former containing [+continuant] rime, and the latter,
[-continuant]. All short vowels are treated as followed by a glottal stop and long
vowels are represented as sequences of two identical vowels. It will be argued for
here that the tone bearing units (TBU's) in Thai can be any segment in the sylla- \
ble. Moreover, unlike previous proposals which utilize a noncyclic approach, this
study will show that tone assignment in Thai is cyclic both at the syllabic and the
morphological levels (cf. (15) and section 6). That is, tone is first assigned ac-
cording to the phonetic properties of the onset of a syllable which constitutes the
first tonal domain, represented here by a right bracket. Unspecified onsets induce
mid tone which is also an unspecified or default tone. Devoiced aspirated onsets,
on the other hand, raise the tone of the syllable to H (rule (11)) whereas original
voiceless aspirated onsets are assigned L tone (rule (12)). Upon incorporation of
each new segment in the syllable, a subsequent tonal domain is created (i.e. from
tonal domain 1, 2... to Tn ), while previously assigned tones are erased and a new
tone is assigned in accordance with the [+/- continuant] feature of the new rime
segment. That is, in marked cases, a rime-final [-cont] segment induces L tone
(rule (13)) while M is the default tone for unmarked [+cont] rime. The generation
and regeneration of tone is seen in (15) where the association line is truncated and
readjoined between the tonal tier (T's) and the segmental tier (X's) when each ele-
ment is integrated in the syllable, from onset (O) to rime (R), thereby creating a
gradually larger tonal domain. We show the tone assignment of a Thai native word
raa 'mold' in (16) (next page), [r] is first assigned a H tone. Then, [a] is integrated
with a new tone M assigned because [a] is [-i-cont]. The preceding L tone is thus
dissociated. When the final segment is incorporated into the syllable, the second
tone is replaced by the final tone.
(15) Tone Assignment : T —
>
T
/ I \
T, T2....Tn)
I I I
)X,
1
/
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\
L)
I
t)
I
/ /
L) M
in response to the need to distinguish English words from already established
Thai words, including Indie loans, the final low tone is simply dropped.
(18) a. Low Tone in CV(V)C Structures : Tone Conflation: LL ^ L.
i. khat 'scrub' ii. khaat 'broken'
T
/ I
L) M
I I
kh)a
I I
[+sprd] [+cont] [-cont]
I \ /
O R
\ /
CT a
b. Rising Tone in CV(V)C Structures : Contour Exaggeration: LM -> LH.
i. khan 'bowl or basin used for dipping water' ii. khaan 'to call in reply'
I
kh)
\
M
\
L)
I
t)
[+spread] [+cont] [+cont] [-cont]
I \ I /
O R
\ /
(
/
L)
I
\
M M)
I I
kh) a n)
[-i-sprd] [-i-cont] [-i-cont]
I \ /
O R
\ /
o
(19) a. High Tone :
i. khat 'select'
T
/ I \
H) M L)
kh)
I
t)
I
/
L)
1
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morphological grounds. We will first look at three types of cluster onsets:a) clus-
ters with a segmentless tonal onset [h]; b) true cluster onsets; and c) unparseable
cluster onsets.
6.1 Phonological evidence
Thai has one segmentless tonal onset which is a voiceless glottal fricative [h]
with the feature [+spread]. Like all other aspirates which are [+spread], it bears a L
tone. If tone were segmental, it would be impossible to convert the high tone to
low in short heavy syllables with a sonorant onset just by adding this segmentless
[h] to the onset, e.g. mat (H) 'to tie' vs. hmat (L) [mat] 'fist' because this segment
does not manifest itself phonetically. A rising tone obtained by adding this
segmentless onset to a sonorant within the initial cluster would be impossible, too,
e.g. naa (M) 'farm' vs. hnaa (LH) [naa] 'thick'. "^ (20) shows the elimination of the
stranded consonant [h] from an unpronounceable Thai cluster [hn]. Despite the
suppression of [h] from the segmental tier, its tone is not deleted and has the
spreading effect onto the following onset. The well-formedness condition (17b)
ensures that only one tone is assigned to the sonorant after spreading; thus, the
tonal feature [H] of the sonorant must be dropped
a. Segmentless Tonal Onset :
(20) a. naa
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i.e. [-voice, +spread] of [ch] on [n] in (22a) and [+spread] in (22b), respectively.
Thus, H and L tones are assigned to (22a) and (22b), in that order.
(21) a. khrua
/
H
1 \
kh r
1 \ 1
[-vc+sp][+son]
\ /
C
1
o
\
Derived Tones:
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6.2 Morphological evidence
Tonal consonants clearly manifest themselves in derived words through the
infixation of am (n) (23), lexical derivation (24-26), and language games (32).
6.2.1 am (n) infixation
A limited number of monosyllabic words become bisyllabic via am (n) in-
fixation. Such an infixation is no longer operative in Thai and its idiosyncrasies
must be recorded in the lexicon since the base for the am (n) infixation can be of
any lexical category and the derived form usually maintains a synonymous or re-
lated meaning to that of the base form while the lexical category of the base may or
may not be altered in the derived form. Examples are: s(r)et 'to finish'-^ s+am+ ret
'to succeed'; t(r)uat 'to check'^ t+am+ ritat 'police'; dadn 'to walk'—» d+am +
119911 'to proceed; (Royal vocabulary) to walk'; khrop 'to complete'—> k+am+ rop
'time (as in "cycle")'; praap 'to get rid of^ h+am+racp 'to subdue'; prutj 'to
improye'—^h+an+rutj 'to support'; and trat 'to speak (Royal vocabulary)' ->
d+am+rat 'to speak (Royal vocabulary)'. For the first example, the cluster [sr]
does not form true cluster onsets in Thai since they each take a separate C-slot.
Because the [r] is deleted from the cluster, it allows the spreading of [-i-spread]
from the first member of the cluster onto the second member before am(n)
infixation. The tone in the infixed form is thus as predicted. (The changes p—>b
and t^d are explained in section III pt. (iii) above.)
(23) i) s(r)et
/
L)
1 \
s) (r)
1 \ 1
[-f-sprd][-i-son][
1 1
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tone must then be retained in the second syllable, leaving the first syllable free to
obtain tone as conditioned by its own syllable structure.
6.2.2 Derived lexical items
Most Indie loanwords suffered the following morpho-phonological changes:
i) final vowel (plus nasal) truncation^ (followed by cluster simplification, when
applicable, and final stop neutralization to unreleased p, t, k stops; or 1, r —> n);
ii) otherwise, the final vowel is retained, either as a long vowel or as a short vowel
accompanied by a glottal stop, primarily in suffixed forms and compounds.
In general, the Indie -a suffix is truncated in Thai. The following examples
are from Pali (unless indicated otherwise) although the same set of rules applies
also to Sanskrit:/:«/+a (^ kul) —> kun 'family'. (The intermediate stage of
derivation is given in parentheses.) The distinct tone patterns are regulated by
Thai syllable structure. Specifically, tone evolved from the loss of certain Indie
phonetic properties of the onset and the new rime structures in the Thai language
as discussed above, e.g. ratth+am-^ rat 'country'; raastr+a (Skt.)—> rdat
'country'; saastr+a —> saat 'science/art'; narak+a -> na rok 'the great heir;yVw+a —
>
chon 'the public; people', the last two examples exhibit an additional vowel
change [a-^o] word-finally in most Indie loans. (24) shows the effect of syllable
structure on tone in simple loanwords with final vowel truncation.
i) Final Vowel Truncation :
(24) a. rattham'O (Pah) -^ rat 'country'
a. T T ^ T
/ I \ / I \ / I \
H) M L) L) M M) H) M L)
I I I I I I III
r) at)th) am) r) a t)
I I I I II III
[+son][+ct][-ct][+spr] [+ct][+ct] [4-son] [+ct] [-ct]
I \ / I \ / I \ /
R O R OR
\ / \ / \ /
o (5 a
Derived Tones: HL^H and LM ^ LH vs. HL^H
b. raastra (Skt.) -^ raat 'country; citizen'
b. T T -^ T
/ / \ \ / \ \ / / \ \
H) M M L) M ML) H) M M L) I
1 I I I I \ I I I I I I
r) a as) t r a 7) r)aa t)
I III I \ I I I I I I I
[+son] [-i-ct] [-i-ct][-ct] [...][+sn][+ct] [-ct] [+son][-i-ct] [-Kct] [-ct]
I \ I / \ / \ / I \ I /OR OR OR
\ / \ / \ /
a o <3
Derived Tones: HL and L vs. HL
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The preservation of the suffix -a is less common and requires various ad-
justments. Despite the fact that Thai does not have comparable stress to the type of
stress found in stress languages like English, Pali, and Sanskrit, Thai stress can be
detected solely via its influences on stress-related phenomena such as tone and
vowel length. Stated differently, given that the tone and the vowel length of each
word in Thai are lexical as they constitute semantic differences, these tone and
vowel length contrasts must be encoded in the lexicon. In addition, each lexical
word has a potential to bear stress in a slow, emphatic speech. The capability to
bear tone, vowel length contrast, and stress applies both to mono- and poly-
syllabic words, in the optimal cases. By implication, this means that each syllable
in poly-syllabic words can bear the tonal, vocalic, and stress distinctions as well.
However, in normal speech, not all syllables or words are pronounced with equal
force or stress as regulated by the prosodic rhythmic patterns. We postulate that
within a phonological domain. Thai primary stress falls on the last syllable, and
the secondary stresses alternate with unstressed syllables. When a non-final sylla-
ble is destressed, it can cause vowel shortening and/or mid-tone neutralization as
seen in (4a) above. The shortening of the short vowel [a] which, in Thai, must be
accompanied by a glottal stop, is carried out by the deletion of the glottal stop.
Our hypothesis that Thai is stress-final within a given phonological domain is
corroborated by the fact that a glottal stop can be deleted in non-final, unstressed
position, as in ma? ra?-> ma rd7 (with an additional mid-tone neutralization on
the unstressed syllable) but it can never be dropped word-finally as shown in the
ill-formedness of ma? ra?^ *ma7 ra or *ma ra. In effect, stress in Thai falls on
the final position of a phonological domain, i.e. on the final syllable of a word, at
the lexical level where lexical words are being constructed, or on the last syllable
of a phrase at the sentential or postlexical level. This is due to the fact that the final
syllable of the stress domain in Thai is heavy by position. The final stress in Thai
overrides the stress patterns in the donor languages, which for Pali and Sanskrit
may fall either on the stem or the suffix; and for English, either on the final or non-
final syllable. As such, the domain-final syllable in Thai must contain at least two
moras or a two-segment rime, so that the final syllable can bear stress. To render
the short Indie suffix with a plain short vowel in Thai would violate the syllable-
structure requirement. Consequently, the Indie short vowel must be lengthened
or a glottal stop must be added to preserve the heavy weight assigned to the
stressed position. This effect is attested in many doublets in Thai. For
example :ra«/-i-a -^ raa ch+aa/raa ch+d7(oT rdat) 'king'; kaay+a -^ kiia y+aa / kaa
y-i-a?(or kaay) 'body'; geh+a -^ khee h+aa / khee /z-l-a? 'house'. The choice
between the final vowel truncation, its lengthening, and the glottal stop insertion
is arbitrary and thus, must be marked in the lexicon. In certain instances, the
resultant distinct forms are all employed to denote different lexical meanings, e.g.
likh+a (cf. likh+ati) 'to write' -^ lee kh+aa 'secretary (=one who writes)' vs. leek
'arithmetic (=written numbers)'; sukh+a 'happiness' —> sii kh+ua 'toilet (=happy
place)' vs. suk 'happiness'. Word-final glottal stop is retained only in emphatic
speech or in Indicized contexts, e.g. su kha? in the Buddhist blessing, ?aa yii
wan nd? su kha? pbd7 Id? 'longevity, growth, happiness, and health'.
The effect of suffixal vowel lengthening is illustrated in (25).
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are deleted (step 3). When a segment is deleted from a syllable, several adjustments
are underway. First, as noted by Thai researchers, all syllables in Thai are closed
by either a sonorant or a stop, including a glottal stop. This glottal stop may be
deleted in unstressed position. However, since the stress domain of Thai words is
the final syllable, a bare short vowel may not surface in word-final position.
Consequently, no tone can be placed or retained on the ill-formed syllable struc-
ture (cf. the output after the word-final nasal is deleted *tha in rat. *tha in step 3).
To remedy the situation, a glottal stop is inserted (step 4) which in turn, calls for
tone reassignment since the stressed, checked syllable conditions a low tone in
unmarked cases (step 5), unless the onset is marked as [-voice, -i-spread].
0.
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(26') a.
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is crucial to understand the counterexamples of a H tone on surface unchecked
Thai syllables such as bank -^ hetj; pump -^ pan and pipe -^pdy;mouse (as
in 'computer mouse') -^ maw. In effect, tone is assigned first according to the
English syllable structures before cluster simplification to avoid violations of
Thai syllable structure constraints which prohibit word-final clusters containing
two consonants in a row (*CVCC) or a diphthong followed by a consonant
I (*CVGC) as the above examples reveal.
7.2 Bisyllabies
The intervention of stress in tone assignment is more obvious in words with
more than one syllables. For penultimate stress which produce a falling tone on
the final syllable, e.g. visa -^wii sda; party -^ paa tii; doctor —> dok t93, Candour
provides an explanation in (27).
(27) The stressed-unstressed English pattern correlates with a falling pitch
contour. Since Thai rhythm requires that the last syllable in a phrase be
stressed, it would appear that the falling pitch contour has been pre-
served in the Thai pronunciation, but that the point of the fall has been
shifted to the final syllable in accordance with Thai rhythmic con-
straints. (Candour 1979:137)
However, the HL pitch pattern is rendered in two different ways in final
checked syllables, namely, as L or H, e.g. credit -^ khree dit; passport —> phdat sa
poot vs. bonus —> boo ndt; sandwich —> seen wit. To account for these
discrepancies. Candour attributes them to competing strategies in tone
assignment, phonetic vs. non-phonetic motivations like ENGLISH orthographic
influences.
In contrast, the correlations between ultimate stress and the mid tone, e.g.
shampoo -^ chem phuu; hotel —> hoo ten, are described as follows:
(28) These English source words have an overall rising stress pattern, the
second syllables being comparatively higher in pitch than the first, and
longer. If these words were to be adapted with the falling tone of the
second syllable, the resultant tonal pattern would be considerably dif-
ferent from the perceived stress pattern. Thus, the final syllables of
these bisyllabic words are assigned a mid tone which results in a closer
approximation to the English stress pattern.
The tonal adaptation in (28) is not without exceptions as given in (29). These
exceptional tonal behaviors are cited without explanations in Candour
(1979:139). (The comments in parentheses are made by the present author.)
(29) soda -^ soodaa *soodaa
billiard -^ bin liat *bin liat, bin li'at
necktie -^ nek thay *nek thay (but also nek thay)
Christmas —> khrit sa maat *khrit sa maat; *khrit sa maat
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7.3 Polysyllables
Polysyllabic words are assigned tone primarily according to English sylla-
ble structure, irrespective of the pitch patterns of English stress.
(30) The rules for tonal assignment are based strictly on the interpretation of
English syllable structure. Those syllables interpreted as smooth re-
ceive the mid tone in non-final position, the falling tone in final posi-
tion; those syllables interpreted as checked receive the high tone in
non-final position, the low tone in final position. Short open syllables
in English source words that occur between a primary stressed syllable
and a following syllable are assigned a mid tone in accordance with the
tone reduction rule in Thai. Since the tonal patterns remain fixed in the
adaptation of variable stress patterns found in polysyllabic English
words, we cannot attribute the resultant tonal patterns to perceptual in-
terpretation of the variable pitch contours associated with the English
stress patterns. (Candour 1979:140)
Again, alongside predictable tonal patterns in computer —> khom phiw Wd
Chicago —> chi'7 khaa koo; hamburger -^ hem h99 k99 ; lottery -^ lo ta rii, we
also encounter exceptions such as names of certain countries pronounced with the
M tone on the final syllable, e.g. America -^ la mee ri kaa; Switzerland —> sa wit
sa leen. According to Candour, these exceptions are, again, due to a conventional-
ized reading pronunciation of ENGLISH orthography (present author's emphasis).
In spite of Candour's keen observations of the influences from the donor lan-
guage, we would like to elaborate an analysis which gives precedence to the stress
pattern and syllable constructs of the host language. As seen in section VII above,
for every generalization made on tone caused by stress and syllable structure of the
mono-, bi-, and poly-syllabic English loans, there are exceptions which, follow-
ing Candour, suggests competing strategies in tone assignment. We will first
comment on the influence of stress.
Concerning the stress patterns of English, although pre-final stress actually
corresponds to the falling tone on final unchecked syllables in certain words, no
conclusive evidence is found as we find both the HL and M tones assigned to the
final unchecked syllable of bi- and poly-syllabic English words with non-final
stress, e.g. visa -^wii sda vs. soda -^ soo daa (*soo dda); Chicago —> chi1 khaa koo
vs. America —> ?a mee ri kaa (*7a mee ri kaa). Neither can we find a uniformed
tone assignment on final unstressed checked syllables, e.g. credit -> khree dit vs.
sandwich —> seen wit. On the contrary, words with final stress in the English
source always get the M tone on unchecked syllables, e.g. shampoo -^ chem phuu
(*chem phitu) while the L tone is invariably assigned to checked syllables, e.g.
promote —> proo moot. This is due to the fact that the Thai final stress pattern is in
agreement with that found in English, as pointed out by Candour. We take this to
reconfirm our already-proven claim for Indic loans that the domain-final syllable
in Thai is heavy, and that only a long vowel or a short vowel with a glottal stop
and L tone can surface in the unmarked cases. From this hypothesis, the
discrepant tone assignments in English follow directly. A digression to a
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discussion of tone in monosyllables within the framework of the present analysis
is necessary at this point.
We claim in section V that the default tone for light or unchecked syllables is
M and that the unmarked tone for heavy or checked syllables is L. This generaliza-
tion covers both Thai native words and Indie loans as it is supported by
Candour's 1982 study of the frequency of tones in Thai words, ranking the fre-
I quency percentage as follows:
(31) M (39.98%) L (20.72%) F (17.33%) H (11.81%) R (10.16%)
(from a total of 61,222 tone occurrences in 25,000+ entries taken from
Haas' 1964 dictionary)
The default tone assignment can also be extended to Non-Indic loanwords
like English and Japanese. Examples are:(Eng.) beer -^ bia; mile —> may; film —
>
film; (Jap.) zen -^sen; yen —> yen: (Eng.) date —> deet: gate —> keet: vote —> wool.
(Japanese checked monosyllablic loans are rare in Thai.)
However, there is an additional psychological factor in tonal development in
foreign loans. That is, speakers of a borrowing language may employ a special tone
to indicate that the word is clearly a foreign item in the lexicon of the donor lan-
guage as reported in Kiu 1977. In the case of borrowing in Thai, unlike Indie
loans which entered the Thai lexicon at a very early stage during the formation of
the Thai language and have thus become an integral part of Thai vocabulary, for
later borrowings from non-Indic sources, the Thai speakers feel the need to signal
the foreign nature of these lexical words. Hence, there is a tendency to assign more
marked tones to non-Indic loans. We hypothesize that these marked tones are the
high and the rising tones (cf. the tone frequency scale in (31)). The H tone is an
across-the-board assignment to all checked syllables as an attempt to neutralize the
variable tones (i.e. L, HL, and H) conditioned by the underlying syllable struc-
tures in English, and by the effects of tone sandhi, i.e. tone change due to neigh-
boring sounds, in the Chaozhou dialect of Chinese (see below). The rising tone, on
the other hand, applies to unchecked syllables in Chaozhou, as another indicator,
to distinguish the Chinese source since Thai and Chinese syllable structures are
fairly similar.
Apart from external linguistic factors, the marked H tone is also based on
phonetic grounds. As a result of tonogenesis from the Indie phonetic inventory,
the majority of Thai consonants belong to the Low-consonants class, bearing the
underlying [-vc, +sprdj phonetic features (cf. section III and the appendix). From
)
the point of view of syllable structure in (5), we witnessed that both the CVC and
CVVC structures can carry the L tone, while other tones are more restricted. The
M tone is impossible due to the well-formedness condition in (17a), while the se-
quence LH never results in checked syllables because the tone imposed by the
[-continuant] feature of the coda is the L tone (cf. (13)). The HL tone is barred from
CVC syllables because the vowel is too short to bear a sequence of two tones in
Thai. This leaves two possibilities, either the H or the L tone. While the Low-class
consonants, including sonorants, have more restrictions than the other two classes
of consonants, that is, thev cannot bear a L tone when closed by a stop due to the
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underlying [-vc, +sprd] features of the onset (cf. (11)). Thus, the H tone is as-
signed uniformedly to all checked monosyllables despite the three options L, HL,
and H, e.g. jet —> cet; soup —> siip; card —> khdat; cake —> kheek. This
psychological inclination also competes with the natural phonetic motivation, as
evidenced in the conflicting tone assignments, L vs. H, in AIDS —> '7eet. vs. Ed
—> et; vote —> woot vs. Vogue —> wook. The tendency for the high tone <-
assignment to non-Indic loans is also reflected in Chinese loans, e.g. pe? -^ pe ?
f |
'eider paternal uncle'; kok -^ kok 'country', despite a possible direct tone transfer
by preserving the original tone in Chinese. This is due to the fact that Chinese
lexical words are subject to tone sandhi. Consequently, kok 'country' is
pronounced as kok in isolation but as kok in kok udij 'king' (<- country+king).
Regarding unchecked monosyllables, since some English syllable structures, e.g.
peculiar onsets, fr-, fl-, sp-, st-, sk-, v-, or coda, -r, -1, -nk, -nt, -mp, etc., are
sufficiently foreign to the Thai ears, the M tone is assigned without further needs
to mark the non-native source. However, this strategy may compete with the
preference for the H tone and both tones are found idiosyncratically, e.g. cent -^
sen vs. saint —> sen (in 'Saint John School'), but also sen (in 'Saint Joseph
School').
The strategy to differentiate foreign loans with a distinct tonal pattern from
those found in the majority of words in the borrowing language persists in poly-
syllabic words as well. However, in polysyllabic words, there is another phonetic
requirement, namely, stress. Contrary to Candour, we claim that the Thai stress
pattern plays a major role in tone assignment than the English stress patterns.
Specifically, English final stress can fit into the Thai final stress pattern easily, re-
sulting in M tone for CVV structure and L for CV(V)C, and no tone adjustment is
needed. Pre-final English stress, in contrast, calls for certain adaptations. This is
because unstressed syllables in English are normally shortened to a schwa.
However, the final stress pattern in Thai requires that the vowel of the final sylla-
ble may not be reduced. As in the Indie cases, the vowel in question must be
lengthened and assigned the M tone as regulated by the syllable structure re-
quirements, e.g. India -^ 7in dia, or be imposed a falling tone because of the
psychological need to signal the foreign stress pattern, e.g. chi7 khaa koo, with
the HL sequence combined on the last syllable. Otherwise, the shortened vowel in
English must be assigned a glottal stop which entails the L tone, e.g. khaa buu
ki7, with the split HL effect on two syllables, since the perceived overall pitch
contour ML of the word approximates HL. The two competing strategies
sometimes coexist as we find two pronunciations for proper names such as Ithaca
-> 7it tha kda vs. 7it tha kd7; Amko -> 7am koo vs. 7am kd7, and for other not U,
well-established loanwords. The proposition that the stress contour in English is
of minor importance to the Thai stress pattern is also corroborated by the fact that
the English stress pattern must be prohibited when it is in opposition to Thai
phonology. Specifically, the HL pitch contour of English cannot be retained
when the last syllable is CVC because of the shortness of the vowel. Therefore,
only the L tone is retained (which still preserves the overall falling pitch of
English), e.g. promote -^ proo moot, or in the case of a sonorant onset, only the H
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tone is integrated on CVC, e.g. lennis -^ then nit, while HL is not ruled out on
CVVC, e.g. Christmas —> khrit sa mdat, as in the case of Indie loans (of. (19)).
8. Evidence from language games involving foreign loans
It is clear that tone is governed by syllable structure, stress, and the phonetic
properties of each syllabic segment as some resulting tones in the language games
may not be there underlyingly. In (32), all of the syllables in the source words are
assigned tone according to rules (30). It is possible that the H M HL sequence of
chi7 khaa koo be inverted following rime movement (i.e. choo khaa ki7).
However, HL tone preservation is impossible when the rime is turned into a short
heavy syllable {choo khaa *ki7). To preserve the tones, syllable rimes must be
adjusted (cho? khaa kii). However, the preferred form is choo khaa /:?? since both
the new tones and rimes are in agreement with the Thai stress patterns. Likewise,
khaa huu ki7 may be rendered khi7 hiiii kaa. Nevertheless, the mid tone can never
be retained on short heavy syllables (*^/z/? /?«« *kaa) according to the well-
formedness condition (17a). The preferred syllable structures for bearing M tone
is a long light syllable (khii), and for L tone in final position, it is a short heavy
syllable {ka7), i.e. khii huu ka7. The best preferred form, however, is khi7 huu
ka7.
(32)
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9. Conclusion
We hope to have presented an extensively convincing analysis of tone as-
signment in Thai, under the assumptions that tonal assignment in Thai is modu-
lar, having a cyclic application, and that it must conform to the well-formedness
conditions (17) at each stage of derivation. The modular tone assignment accounts
for tone change at morpheme junctures, word boundaries, and within syllables. A\
Through the cyclic application. Yip's stipulation of the prohibition of three-tone Vlj.
syllables can be dispensed with. The present study translates the three canonical
tonal consonant classes (i.e. M, L and H) into morphophonological marking of
underlying phonetic features resulting from historical sound change. We point
out the importance of the recognition of tonal consonant classification as it facili-
tates the acquisition of tonal patterns in Thai. Without such marking in the lexi-
con, we would have no way to derive varying tonal patterns in Indie loanwords.
We would also have to devise various complicated tonal rules which at times may
fail to yield the correct results. Moreover, this morphophonological marking is
needed independently for all lexical items in Thai since Thai tones are lexical but
are constrained by the segmental properties and the structure of each syllable, and
for loanwords, the stress patterns of both the donor and the borrowing languages
as well, although the stress pattern of the borrowing language takes precedence.
Regarding syllable structure, the relevance of syllable weight in the opera-
tion of phonological rules is proven in the literature (for stress, see Halle &
Vergnaud 1987; Wong-opasi 1987, etc.) For tone, the light syllable weight al-
lows the syllable more flexibility to carry any of the five tones, including contour
tones. Because syllables closed with a stop segment involve glottalization, it cre-
ates extra weight on these syllables, and hence it restricts HEAVY syllables from
carrying certain tones. Unless intervened by some special phonetic properties of
the onset, heavy syllables are assigned L tone; thereby, excluding the default M
tone (*M). The shortness of vowels in heavy syllables accounts for their inability
to accommodate both the extra syllable weight, imposed by the Thai final stress,
and a contour tone (i.e. *HL or *LH on stressed CVC syllables), except when the
contour tone is intonationally derived or in some marginal lexical words. Further,
postulation of the [-cont] feature as causing L tone explains the absence of rising
tone (*LH) on all Thai heavy syllables, long or short, despite its presence in other
languages. This is due to the fact that the resulting tone would have the L tone,
never the H tone, at the end of the contour tones. Aside from morphophonological
factors, psychological factors do influence tone assignment as well since Thai has
special tone patterns to mark English, Chinese, and Japanese loanwords from n\
Indie loanwords and Thai native words. ^
NOTES
' I wish to thank Jack Candour for kindly sending me his various papers on
Thai. Special thanks are also due to Martha Ratliff for editing an earlier version of
this paper. All errors of interpretation, however, are my own. Last, but not least.
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this version of the paper has included substantial changes since its presentation at
the first annual meeting of SEALS.
~ The phonetic transcription in this study may be different from those em-
ployed in the papers being discussed. Specifically, off-glides are represented as [y,
w] whereas on-glides are written as [i] and [u], respectively. All long vowels are
transcribed as sequences of two identical vowels while short vowels are single
vowels followed by a glottal stop except when eliminated by some phonological
rule. All tones in the phonetic transcription are written on the first vowel irre-
spective of the gliding or vocalic properties of the high segment. Such tone values
as M, L, H, HL, and LH on the examples are given as necessary.
^ Another example of Leben's is tStj kaan —> tS) kaan 'want' is ques-
tionable since underlyingly, the first lexical item contains a long vowel and it is
shorthened tooij kaan -^ totj kaan.
"^ For more details, the reader is invited to read the full discussion in her pa-
per.
5 The development of a high tone as in (12) is also attested in the evolution of
Punjabi from Sanskrit (Bhatia 1975; Hock 1985).
^ Phoneticians are invited to check out the validity of this hypothesis from
laboratory analyses of the actual Thai isolative speech style.
"7 Along this line of hypotheses, David Strecker (in Comrie (1987:753)) dis-
cusses the development from Proto-Tai to the modern Tai languages. He states that
the Thai words for 'face' and 'mother's younger sibling' had the same tone but dif-
ferent initials, namely a voiceless vs. voiced nasal, respectively, whereas in mod-
em Thai they have the same initial but different tones as falling vs. high tone, in
that order.
8 As predicted, the bracket of the first tonal domain is erased in light sylla-
bles with devoiced aspirated onsets while the first tone is retained in light sylla-
bles with original aspirated onsets. This is due to the fact that tone is assigned in
the first case before devoicing and aspiration apply while in the second case, it is
assigned directly to the intrinsic [-i-spread] property of original aspirated onsets.
9 These final vowels (plus an applicable nasal) are Indie declension endings.
They were deleted in the majority of cases in the Thai adoption (Phanthumetha
1975:26-47).
'OThis lexical word is given with a final [m] in HRH. Prince Kitiyakara
Krommaphra Chandaburinarunath's dictionary. However, according to
Phanthumetha (1975:68), the ending for Pali is [13] while it is [m] for Sanskrit.
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Appendix: From Indie Consonant Inventory to Thai
ITonal Consonants
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